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a b s t r a c t
Paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria (PNH) is widely regarded as an archetypal complement-mediated
disorder that has propelled complement drug discovery in recent decades. Its pathology is driven by
chronic complement dysregulation resulting from the lack of the glycosyl phosphatidyl inositol-linked
regulators DAF and CD59 on susceptible erythrocytes. This complement imbalance fuels persistent C3
activation on affected erythrocytes, which culminates in chronic complement-mediated intravascular
hemolysis. The clinical application of eculizumab, a humanized anti-C5 antibody that blocks terminal
pathway activation, has led to drastic improvement of therapeutic outcomes but has also unveiled
hitherto elusive pathogenic mechanisms that are now known to contribute to the clinical burden of a
signiﬁcant proportion of patients with PNH. These emerging clinical needs have sparked a true
resurgence of complement therapeutics that offer the promise of even more effective, disease-tailored
therapies for PNH. Here, we review the current state of complement therapeutics with a focus on the
clinical development of C3-targeted and alternative pathway-directed drug candidates for the treatment
of PNH. We also discuss the relative advantages and beneﬁts offered by each complement-targeting
approach, including translational considerations that might leverage a more comprehensive clinical
intervention for PNH.
& 2018 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Everything changes and nothing stands still
Heraclitus (c. 535-c. 475 BC)

Introduction
Pathophysiology and Clinical Landscape of Paroxysmal Nocturnal
Hemoglobinuria
Paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria (PNH) is a chronic,
debilitating hematological disorder characterized by the clonal
expansion of hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) and their progeny,
mature blood cells, which carry an acquired somatic mutation in
the phosphatidyl-inositol glycan class A (PIG-A) gene [1]. PIG-A
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codes for an enzyme that is essential for the biosynthesis of the
glycosyl phosphatidyl inositol (GPI) anchor, a protein modiﬁcation
allowing the attachment of proteins to the cell membrane [2]. The
preferential expansion of these PIG-A mutated HSCs leads to the
release of red blood cells into the circulation that lack, among
other GPI-anchored proteins, the two key complement regulators
CD55 and CD59 [3,4]. As a result of this deﬁciency, PNH erythrocytes are incapable of withstanding physiologic complement
activation (ie, due to spontaneous C3 tick-over or bystander
activation) and undergo persistent C3 opsonization and terminal
pathway activation that culminate in membrane attack complex
(MAC)-mediated intravascular hemolysis. In fact, complementmediated hemolytic anemia is one of the three cardinal features
of PNH, along with bone marrow failure and thrombophilia [4–7].
Several studies have indicated that PIG-A inactivation is likely
insufﬁcient to trigger the disease process, indicating that additional mechanisms are causally involved in driving PNH pathogenesis [8–10]. Both preclinical data and clinical observations have
provided a concrete framework for adopting the “dual pathophysiology” hypothesis for PNH [8,11,12]. According to this hypothesis,
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an (auto)-immune attack against normal hematopoiesis, similar to
that seen in aplastic anemia, eventually results in the relative
expansion of PIG-A mutated HSCs within the bone marrow [12].
An autoimmune basis for PNH pathophysiology is supported by
both clinical and experimental observations, including the wellknown clinical overlap between PNH and aplastic anemia [13] and
the presence of GPI-speciﬁc autoreactive T-cells that selectively
target normal HSCs for immune destruction. This aberrant T-cell
repertoire apparently spares the PIG-A mutated hematopoietic
progenitors that ultimately expand as a result of this selective
immune pressure [14–16]. Whereas mounting evidence lends
further credence to this hypothesis the precise molecular mechanisms underlying this “immune escape” of PNH cells still remain
ill-deﬁned.
Intravascular hemolysis is the most typical manifestation of the
disease, affecting to a variable extent all patients with clinical PNH
[4,5,17,18]. The second deﬁning clinical feature is cytopenia that is
mostly secondary to the underlying bone marrow disorder, which
is embedded in the dual pathophysiology of PNH [8]. The third
typical manifestation of PNH is thrombophilia, with thromboembolic complications being the main cause of mortality among
patients with PNH [19–21].
Current Treatment Paradigm: Targeting C5
The treatment of PNH has dramatically changed since the
introduction of the ﬁrst clinically approved complement C5 inhibitor,
eculizumab (trade name Soliris, Alexion). Eculizumab is a recombinant humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively targets the
terminal complement component C5, preventing its cleavage into
C5a and C5b and the assembly of the pore-forming MAC [22].
Notably, the discovery of eculizumab was spearheaded by studies
dating back to the late 1980s, when the ﬁrst monoclonal antibody
(mAb) against murine C5 (BB5.1) was generated [23]. Following
proof-of-concept studies of therapeutic C5 inhibition in rodent
models [24], Alexion developed a primate and human C5-speciﬁc
mAb and, ﬁnally, the humanized antibody eculizumab [25,26].
The efﬁcacy of eculizumab in controlling intravascular hemolysis in patients with PNH was consolidated in 2 large multicenter
trials [27,28], which recorded improved clinical responses
(ie, reduced transfusion needs, hemoglobin stabilization, and the
resolution of all hemolysis-related symptoms). Sustained inhibition of the terminal complement pathway and abrogation of
subsequent intravascular hemolysis may result in transfusionindependence in about half of the treated patients, with some
patients also achieving a substantial increase in their hemoglobin
levels. Furthermore, eculizumab seems to reduce the risk of
thromboembolic events [29], possibly resulting in improved
long-term survival [30]. Despite its profound clinical gains in
PNH, anti-C5 therapy entails high annual costs for treatment and
requires bimonthly intravenous infusions in a hospital setting in
most countries, thereby limiting patient compliance and interfering with the patient’s social activity and productivity at work.
Emerging Clinical Needs in the Era of Anticomplement Therapy
The advent of anti-C5 therapy has brought clinical beneﬁt to
~70% of patients with PNH [31]; however, a signiﬁcant proportion
of patients receiving anti-C5 are either suboptimal responders or
unresponsive to therapy and still require blood transfusions to
treat residual anemia [32–35].
An insufﬁcient response to anti-C5 therapy may be attributed
to several factors. Bone marrow failure is the most obvious reason
behind a poor hematological response; however, this condition
cannot be treated with complement inhibition and may require
alternative measures (ie, either bone marrow transplantation or

immunosuppression) [6]. “Breakthrough” intravascular hemolysis
has been described in about 10%-15% of patients with PNH,
potentially requiring an increased dosage of eculizumab (pharmacokinetic breakthrough); in addition, some in vitro observations
suggest that, regardless of its levels, eculizumab may fail to
completely prevent intravascular hemolysis in circumstances that
evoke massive complement activation (“pharmacodynamic breakthrough”) [36]. A pharmacodynamic breakthrough appears to
correspond clinically to hemolytic paroxysms observed at the time
of infections in patients with PNH under eculizumab treatment.
This insufﬁcient response to eculizumab may be attributed to a
forceful alternative pathway (AP)-driven ampliﬁcation of C3b
deposition at high surface densities that curtails the full inhibitory
effect of anti-C5 agents [37].
More importantly, anti-C5 treatment has unmasked a novel
pathogenic mechanism that partly explains the limited hematologic beneﬁt afforded to some patients with PNH by C5 blockade.
Persistent C3 opsonization of surviving PNH RBCs coupled to
uncontrollable AP ampliﬁcation, resulting from the genetic
absence of GPI-linked CD55, may lead to C3-mediated extravascular hemolysis and consequent anemia, which exacerbate the
patients’ long-term clinical course [32,33]. Complement regulation
remains impaired on PNH erythrocytes as a result of the lack of
CD55; more importantly, deregulated C3 fragment deposition on
PNH cells promotes the phagocytic engulfment of C3-tagged PNH
erythrocytes by hepatosplenic macrophages. It is now well established that extravascular hemolysis fueled by persistent AP dysregulation on PNH cells is the most important cause of the
insufﬁcient response to eculizumab [35,38]. Remarkably, this
mechanism does not apply only to the one-third of PNH patients
who remain transfusion-dependent on eculizumab; indeed, C3
opsonization and subsequent extravascular hemolysis can be
documented with variable clinical signs in all patients with PNH
on eculizumab [34,35]. Recent studies have provided mechanistic
insight into the basis for C3-mediated extravascular hemolysis,
showing that C3dg-opsonized RBCs from eculizumab-treated
patients with PNH are recognized and efﬁciently phagocytozed
by macrophages or monocytes in vitro [39].
A genetic basis for the refractory phenotype of certain PNH
patients receiving anti-C5 treatment has been identiﬁed, with
complement gene polymorphic variants (ie, C5 and CR1) implicated as genetic modiﬁers that skew therapy responses, for
example, by modifying recognition of eculizumab’s epitope on
C5 or altering the inherent capacity of PNH cells to withstand C3
activation [40,41].
Overall, even though the clinical experience gained so far with
eculizumab has consolidated its clinical efﬁcacy for patients with
PNH, it has also revealed previously elusive pathogenic mechanisms that cannot be addressed by the standard treatment. These
clinical observations have accentuated the need for developing
anticomplement agents that can afford broader therapeutic
efﬁcacy by intercepting multiple disease-exacerbating processes.
This effort may yield signiﬁcant clinical gains with profound
socioeconomic effect, if coupled with drug optimization strategies
that can enhance patient compliance (ie, via alternative dosing
routes), and offer wider access to a more affordable therapeutic
option.
Novel Therapeutic Avenues for Tackling Complement Dysregulation in
PNH
The need for broadly inhibitory complement therapeutics that
can further improve hematological responses in PNH has materialized into a creative toolbox of diversiﬁed complement-targeting approaches and drug candidates (Fig.) [38,42,43]. Being the
obvious target for tackling intravascular hemolysis, C5 inhibition
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Fig. Schematic overview of the complement activation cascade illustrating targets for therapeutic modulation in PNH. Complement activation via any of the 3 pathways
(CP ¼ classical, AP ¼ alternative, or LP ¼ lectin pathway) triggers a cascade of proteolytic reactions that converge at the cleavage of the central component, C3, by shortlived enzymatic complexes, termed C3 convertases of the CP (C4b2b) or AP (C3bBb). In the absence of the GPI-linked AP regulator DAF/CD55, PNH erythrocytes undergo
uncontrollable C3 opsonization that leads to C3b deposition at high surface densities. This AP-ampliﬁed opsonic turnover triggers C5 convertase activity that leads to MAC
assembly on target cells. In the absence of CD59, regulation of MAC formation on PNH erythrocytes is impaired and consequently this persistent C3 opsonization culminates
in chronic, MAC-mediated intravascular hemolysis, one of the cardinal clinical manifestations of PNH. In the era of eculizumab treatment, C3-mediated extravascular
hemolysis of C3-opsonized PNH cells in the hepatosplenic compartment has emerged as a signiﬁcant unmet clinical need for PNH patients who are suboptimal responders to
anti-C5 therapy. Furthermore, a fraction of PNH patients may show incomplete response to eculizumab due to residual intravascular hemolysis which is attributed to
pharmacodynamic or pharmacologic breakthrough during inhibitor dosing. These unmet needs have sparked the development of next-generation complement therapeutics
that can modulate C3 or C5 activation and also target AP convertase activity (shown in callout boxes). In principle, C5 blockage results in complete abrogation of intravascular
hemolysis without however affecting upstream AP dysregulation. Conceivably, the application of different anti-C5 agents (or their combination) may offer deeper terminal
pathway inhibition and/or improved patient compliance through alternative dosing routes. Upstream complement intervention at the level of C3 is anticipated to afford
broader inhibition of complement responses that drive PNH pathology. C3 inhibition can abrogate both intravascular and extravascular C3-mediated hemolysis while APtargeted inhibitors can also afford broader coverage by controlling AP ampliﬁcation and downstream effector generation.

has retained the lion’s share in the pipelines of pharmaceutical
companies with at least six anti-C5 mAbs in preclinical/clinical
development, a small-interfering RNA (siRNA), and two small
molecule-based approaches also being evaluated (Table) [38,42].
A second and highly promising approach for clinical intervention
aims at blocking the central hub of the cascade, C3, with broadly
inhibiting peptidic drugs that protect the native protein from
convertase-mediated activation, thereby abolishing all downstream effector functions. A third promising approach targets
the AP, the pathway fueling chronic pathology and residual
extravascular hemolysis, with inhibitors that either dismantle the
AP C3 convertase (C3bBb) or block the function of individual
AP components (factors B and D, or properdin) [38,42,44].
This class of therapeutics includes mAbs, small-molecule
inhibitors, as well as engineered fusion proteins encompassing
the regulatory activity of endogenous AP regulators, such as
Factor H (Table) [45].

Alternative Anti-C5 Agents
The ongoing clinical experience with eculizumab has bolstered
conﬁdence in complement therapeutics that target C5 [42]. However, the identiﬁcation of patient subgroups that fail to optimally
respond to eculizumab because of inherited genetic polymorphisms, and the partial hematologic responses observed in certain
eculizumab-treated patients as a result of breakthrough hemolysis
have accentuated the need for alternative anti-C5 therapeutics that
can circumvent such obstacles [35,40]. In this respect, a fully
human anti-C5 antibody that binds to a different epitope on C5
than eculizumab (tesidolumab, LFG-316, Novartis) is currently in
clinical evaluation as a treatment option for patients with PNH
refractory to eculizumab therapy [46]. In an effort to improve the
bioavailability and plasma residence of anti-C5 agents, Roche, in
collaboration with Chugai, has developed a humanized anti-C5
recycling antibody (SKY59/RO7112689) with improved circulatory
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Table
Complement therapeutics in various stages of development for PNH and other hematological disorders.
Complement
therapeutic

Entity

Target

Mechanism of action

Mode of
administration

Pharmaceutical
sponsor

Eculizumab
(Soliris)
ALXN1210/
ravulizumab
ABP959
SKY59/
RO7112689
LFG-316/
tesidolumab
REGN3918
Mubodina

mAb

C5

IV infusions

Alexion Pharmaceuticals In the clinic

mAb

C5

Inhibition of C5 activation/blockage of C5
convertase activity
C5 inhibition/same epitope as ecu

mAb
mAb

C5
C5

mAb

C5

mAb
minibody (Fab
based)
Recombinant
protein
Peptide

Cemdisiran
(ALN-CC5)
AMY-101
APL-2

Coversin (OmCI)
RA101495

TT30 (CR2/FΗ)
mini-FH/AMY201
LNP023
ACH-4471/ACH0144471
TNT009/
BIVV009

C5
C5

Bimonthly IV
infusions
Inhibition of C5 activation/biosimilar of ecu IV infusions
Inhibition of C5 activation/different epitope IV and SC
from ecu
injections
Inhibition of C5 activation/different epitope IV infusions
from ecu
n.a.
n.a.
C5 inhibition/ different epitope from ecu
n.a.

C5

Inhibition of C5 activation

C5

Allosteric inhibition of C5 activation

siRNA

C5

Silencing of hepatic C5 production

Peptide

C3

PEGylated
peptide
Recombinant
protein
Recombinant
protein
Small molecule
Small molecule

C3

C3 inhibition/ blockage of C3 convertase
activity
C3 inhibition/ blockage of C3 convertase
activity
Surface-directed inhibition of AP

AP C3
convertase
AP C3
Surface-directed inhibition of AP
convertase
Factor B
Inhibition of AP C3 convertase formation
Factor D
Inhibition of AP C3 convertase formation

mAb

C1s

CP inhibition/inhibition of C1s protease
activity

Stage of
development

Alexion Pharmaceuticals Phase II/III
Amgen
Hoffmann-La Roche

Phase III
Phase I/II

Novartis

Phase II

Regeneron
Adienne

Phase I
Preclinical stage

SC injections

Akari Therapeutics

Phase II

Daily SC
injections
SC injections

Ra Pharmaceuticals

Phase II

Alnylam

Phase II

Daily SC
injections
Daily SC
injections
SC and IV
infusions
n.a.
orally
orally
IV infusions

Amyndas
Pharmaceuticals
Apellis Pharmaceuticals

Phase I completed/Phase II
announced
Phase Ib/II, (Phase III
announced)
Alexion Pharmaceuticals Phase I (terminated)
Amyndas
Pharmaceuticals
Novartis
Achillion
Pharmaceuticals
True North Therapeutics/
Bioverativ

preclinical stage
Phase II
Phase II
Phase Ib (CAD patients)

AP ¼ alternative pathway; CP ¼ classical pathway; CAD ¼ cold agglutinin disease; IV ¼ intravenous; SC ¼ subcutaneous; n.a. ¼ not available.

residence, thanks to a combination of pH-dependent C5 binding
and enhanced recycling via the neonatal Fc receptor [47]. Extending the toolbox of antibodies targeting C5 in sites distant from the
eculizumab epitope, Adienne has developed a fully human (Fab
based) minibody against C5 (Mubodina) that is still listed as a
product in the preclinical discovery phase [48]. On the other
hand, Regeneron has recently registered an anti-C5 antibody
(REGN3918) into phase 1 trials for PNH without disclosing any
information on the exact nature or properties of this agent [49].
Anticipating the expiration of the patent on eculizumab, other
companies such as Amgen have focused on developing biosimilars
of eculizumab. The anti-C5 Mab ABP959 has been evaluated in
Phase I trials [50], and a phase III trial in Europe is currently
underway to assess its safety and efﬁcacy in comparison to
eculizumab [51]. In addition to antibody-based therapeutics, the
toolbox of complement C5 inhibitors has embraced diverse and
mechanistically subtle approaches exempliﬁed by peptidic inhibitors, aptamers, recombinant proteins, and siRNA therapeutics
[42]. These alternative agents might help circumvent the genetically driven resistance to eculizumab therapy and might also offer
advantages for lower production costs and enhanced pharmacokinetic proﬁles, including the potential for oral administration.
Coversin (OmCI, Akari Therapeutics) is a tick-derived 16-kDa
protein that blocks C5 activation and also inhibits leukotriene B4
activity [52]. Coversin has shown preclinical efﬁcacy in in vitro
PNH models [53] and has reached Phase II clinical trials, delivered
as a subcutaneous injection in untreated PNH patients or
poor responders to eculizumab [54]. Although the potential
immunogenicity of this protein may raise concerns in chronic
intervention protocols, no neutralizing antibodies have been
reported so far in ongoing trials, with coversin showing biological

efﬁcacy and promise as an alternative PNH treatment that could
also enable self-administration.
RA101495 (RA Pharma) is a synthetic macrocyclic peptide that
binds C5 with high afﬁnity and allosterically inhibits its convertase-mediated cleavage [55]. Daily subcutaneous administration of
RA101495 in healthy individuals (Phase I trials) achieved sustained
suppression of complement activity [56], and this peptide-based
anti-C5 agent is currently being evaluated in two Phase II studies
in naive and eculizumab-treated patients with PNH, respectively
[57,58]. These ongoing studies will discern whether RA101495 can
provide therapeutic beneﬁt as a monotherapy or as an add-on
therapy in patients with PNH with insufﬁcient response to
eculizumab.
Expanding the C5-targeted therapeutic arsenal, Alnylam has
developed a silencing approach for shutting down hepatic C5
production. Cemdisiran (ALNCC5) is a siRNA therapeutic that can
achieve almost complete inhibition of C5 synthesis by hepatocytes
in animal models [59]. Phase 1/2 trials of cemdisiran as a monotherapy in PNH did not appear to reach full efﬁcacy, indicating
a potential contribution of locally produced C5 to disease
pathogenesis [60] and the need of complete ( 4 99%) C5 inhibition to achieve therapeutic effect. In view of these results,
cemdisiran is likely envisioned as a potential add-on to eculizumab that could improve hematological responses in certain poor
responders [61].
Capitalizing on the clinical success of eculizumab and in an
effort to extend its inhibitory potency across less frequent dosing
intervals, Alexion has developed a next-generation, long-acting
mAb (ravulizumab and ALXN1210) that shares the same epitope
on C5 with eculizumab [62]. Targeted mutagenesis has extended
the antibody’s plasma residence through pH-dependent lysosomal
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release and increased FcRn-mediated recycling [62]. This antibody
has shown efﬁcacy in 2 Phase I/II trials, delivering sustained C5
inhibition that resulted in normalization of key hematological
markers of disease [63]. ALXN1210 is being further evaluated in
2 large Phase III trials that will ascertain its safety and biological
efﬁcacy as a therapy for naive patients with PNH or as a switch
therapy for patients already on eculizumab [64,65]. This new antiC5 antibody is anticipated to provide a more patient-compliant
treatment option for PNH, extending the dosing window of
eculizumab from 2-8 weeks.
Targeting the Core of the Cascade: C3 Inhibitors
C3 serves as the nodal point of all complement activation
pathways [66]. Its activation can trigger a plethora of inﬂammatory
and immunostimulatory processes, with detrimental consequences for the host when regulatory control in the circulation or on
host cell surfaces is compromised [66,67]. Although C5 blockage
abrogates MAC formation thereby preventing intravascular hemolysis, it does not interfere with upstream AP ampliﬁcation, which is
self-perpetuated on PNH cells because of the absence of DAF
[68,69]. This process fuels persistent C3 opsonization on PNH cells
and culminates in the extravascular phagocytic clearance of C3osponized PNH cells in the hepatosplenic compartment [39]. In
view of this pathogenic mechanism, C3 interception has emerged
as a promising and perhaps superior approach for therapeutic
intervention in PNH. In principle, agents targeting C3 offer the
unique beneﬁt of concomitantly abrogating both intravascular
hemolysis and extravascular C3-mediated clearance of PNH RBCs
[68]. Hence, this approach may afford greater hematologic beneﬁt
to patients with PNH than the currently approved treatment.
Compstatin Analogs
Since the discovery of the parental compound, compstatin, in
the mid 1990s [70], this family of small-sized, peptidic complement inhibitors has grown to include a series of highly potent and
selective C3 inhibitors that have propelled the clinical advancement of C3-based therapeutics for PNH and other complementmediated diseases [71,72]. The discovery, molecular characterization, structure-guided optimization, and most of the preclinical
development of these inhibitors were achieved through purely
academic endeavors coordinated by the senior author of this paper
at the University of Pennsylvania [71,73]. All next-generation
compstatin analogs have been built on the scaffold of the original
compstatin, a cyclic 13-aminoacid peptide with strong afﬁnity and
selectivity for human and nonhuman primate (NHP) C3 [71]. The
most recent analogs have incorporated unnatural aminoacids
to increase the inhibitory potency, and possess an extended
N-terminus that can afford additional contacts with C3, thus
further improving their binding afﬁnity [73]. Compstatin analogs
bind to a shallow pocket formed between the MG4 and MG5
domains of the β chain of C3 and impair the binding of the native
protein to assembled C3 convertases, regardless of the initiating
complement pathway [74]. In this way, compstatin-based drugs
prevent propagation and ampliﬁcation of complement responses
and blunt effector generation via any of the three activation
pathways (CP, LP, or AP) (Fig.).
The third-generation compstatin analog Cp40 (clinicaly developed as AMY-101, Amyndas Pharmaceuticals) has demonstrated
sustained C3 inhibition and consistent therapeutic efﬁcacy in a
number of in vitro, ex vivo, and in vivo (NHP) models of complement-mediated activation [71]. The pharmacological studies conducted with Cp40/AMY-101 include: (1) an ex vivo model of PNH
(discussed below); (2) an in vitro model of C3 glomerulopathy in
which Cp40 effectively restored complement regulation and
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ameliorated key pathological drivers that promote kidney injury
and inﬂammation [75]; (3) an in vivo NHP model of hemodialysisinduced inﬂammation in which two discrete Cp40 treatment
regimens have led to complete inhibition of hemodialysis-induced
complement activation [76]; (4) inhibition of heme-induced complement activation and malarial inﬂammation [77]; (5) early organ
protection and improved clinical outcome in an NHP model of
trauma-induced hemorrhagic shock [78]; and (6) inducible and
natural NHP models of periodontitis, in which local application of
AMY-101 inhibited complement activation, attenuated clinical
indices of periodontal inﬂammation and, more importantly,
decreased inﬂammatory bone loss [79].
C3-based inhibition has shown clinical promise as a new
treatment option for PNH. The Cp40 analog abrogated MACmediated hemolysis of PNH RBCs and completely prevented C3
deposition on surviving RBCs from PNH patients receiving anti-C5
therapy (eculizumab) [80]. In this ex vivo PNH model, fresh RBCs
obtained from patients with PNH were exposed to complement
activation, paralleling—or even exceeding—physiological levels of
complement activation (ie, the continuous low-level activation due
to spontaneous hydrolysis of C3, also known as C3 “tick-over”)
occurring in humans. AMY-101 completely abrogated hemolysis
with an efﬁcacy better than that observed with eculizumab under
similar conditions; moreover, and in contrast to eculizumab, C3
opsonization on RBCs was completely abolished [80]. PK or PD
studies of Cp40 in nonhuman primates revealed favorable drug
elimination proﬁles, safety, and inhibitory efﬁcacy after repeated
subcutaneous administration, making this compound (AMY-101/
Cp40) amenable to chronic application [68,73]. With a target
afﬁnity in the subnanomolar range, almost 6000-fold greater that
the ﬁrst-generation compstatin, and an extended plasma half-life
of more than 50 hour, Cp40 is well suited for prolonged therapeutic application [42,71]. Notably, this pharmacokinetic proﬁle
obviates the need for further peptide modiﬁcations of Cp40, such
as PEGylation, that could entail the risk of eliciting adverse
events related to PEG-speciﬁc immune responses over extended
dosing periods. Furthermore, the pharmacokinetic behavior of
Cp40 potentially enables better control in a clinical setting
(ie, interruption of therapy and swift recovery of complement
activity in the case of adverse events) and may have important
implications for tissue distribution, dosing, and administration in a
disease-tailored context. Given that the production costs of
unmodiﬁed Cp40 are expected to be lower than those of
PEGylated peptides, this drug candidate is well-poised for paving
the way to a broadly efﬁcacious and affordable C3-targeted
therapy for PNH.
After receiving orphan drug designation for C3G and PNH
[81,82], the Cp40-based drug candidate AMY-101 (Amyndas)
entered clinical development in 2017. An open-label ﬁrst inhuman clinical trial assesed the safety, tolerability, and both PK
and PD proﬁle of AMY-101 after a single ascending dose and
multiple doses (MD) administered systemically in healthy volunteers, using both IV and SC dosing routes [83]. According to
preliminary results released by Amyndas, AMY-101 dosing displayed safety and a PK proﬁle that can support further clinical
development with sustained C3 inhibition through SC dosing
every 48 hours [84]. Amyndas has announced plans for Phase II
studies of AMY-101 in both untreated patients with PNH and
patients with poor clinical response to eculizumab, as well as in
ABO-incompatible kidney transplantation, periodontitis, and C3
glomeruolopathy [84]. In addition, fourth-generation compstatin
analogs are in preclinical development for various indications.
Further credence to the clinical translatability of peptidic C3
inhibitors has been provided by the clinical development of the
second-generation compstatin analog 4(1MeW)7W/POT-4, which
was licensed to Apellis by the University of Pennsylvania. This drug
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candidate has been developed as a long-acting, PEGylated derivative for several indications, including PNH and age-related
macular degeneration (AMD) (APL-2, Apellis Pharmaceuticals).
APL-2 is currently being evaluated in 2 Phase Ib trials, both as a
monotherapy and “add-on” therapy in PNH patients who are poor
responders to eculizumab [85,86]. According to preliminary results
released by Apellis, daily SC dosing of APL-2 has resulted in
improvement of key markers of hematologic response (eg, LDL
and Hb levels), both in naive patients with PNH and in poor
responders to eculizumab [87]. Although more concrete data for
patient follow-up and optimum choice of therapy (add-on vs
monotherapy) have yet to be provided, Apellis has announced
plans for advancing this inhibitor to Phase III trials for PNH [87].
Notably, C3 inhibitors have also shown promise as a treatment
option for geographic atrophy (GA), an advanced form of AMD
[71]. APL-2 met the primary endpoint of lesion reduction in a large
multicenter Phase II study following a monthly intravitreal dosing
scheme in patients with GA [88]. Taken together, these studies
attest to the initial safety and feasibility of clinical C3-based
intervention, paving the way to more comprehensive, affordable,
and patient-compliant complement therapies.
Targeted AP Inhibitors for PNH
Surface-Directed Engineered Regulators
The cardinal role of chronic AP dysregulation in PNH pathogenesis has galvanized efforts to develop targeted AP inhibitors
that can intercept convertase activity in close proximity to complement-opsonized surfaces [45]. In this respect, several groups have
designed chimeric regulator of complement activation (RCA)-type
inhibitors exploiting the capacity of endogenous regulators (ie,
Factor H), to destabilize C3 convertases and degrade C3b [45].
Indeed, the opsonin-targeted FH derivative TT30 (Taligen or
Alexion) was one of the ﬁrst engineered AP regulators to reach
clinical trials for PNH in the posteculizumab era [89]. TT30 consists
of the complement regulatory domains of FH (CCPs 1-5) fused to
the iC3b/C3dg binding region of complement receptor 2 (CR2)
(CCPs 1-4) [90]. Although TT30 demonstrated complete abrogation
of intravascular hemolysis and C3 opsonization of PNH cells
in vitro and showed pharmacological activity in a Phase I trial in
untreated PNH patients, its clinical program was terminated for
undisclosed reasons, possibly including the very short half-life of
this chimeric protein in circulation [91].
Embracing the same concept of surface-directed AP modulation, research efforts have yielded a miniaturized form of human
FH (mini-FH/AMY-201, Amyndas) engineered to exert its inhibitory
activity on opsonized cells after systemic administration [92].
Mini-FH consists of the regulatory and surface-recognizing segments of FH connected together by a peptide linker. Despite a
signiﬁcant reduction in size, this engineered regulator retains a
high or even superior binding afﬁnity for C3-derived opsonic
fragments and it has shown therapeutic efﬁcacy abrogating both
intravascular hemolysis and C3 opsonization in PNH models [93].
Factor D or Factor B Inhibitors
Instead of modulating convertase activity at the C3 breakdown
level, one can effectively block convertase assembly by targeting
any of its assembling elements. In this respect, small-molecule
drug discovery platforms that target serine proteases involved in
convertase formation (ie, Factors B and D) have attracted considerable attention by pharmaceutical companies [42]. FD is considered an attractive drug target due to its relatively low plasma
concentration, high speciﬁcity, and bottleneck role in AP C3
convertase assembly [94]. Novartis has developed potent, orally
available, and highly selective small-molecule FD and factor B

inhibitors that have shown efﬁcacy in preventing AP dysregulation
on PNH cells in vitro [95,96]. A Phase II study to assess the safety,
PK or PD proﬁle, and efﬁcacy of the factor B inhibitor LNP023 as
add-on therapy for patients with insufﬁcient response to eculizumab has recently been announced by Novartis (Eudra CT Number
2017-000888-33). It remains to be seen whether upstream AP
modulation will synergize with anti-C5 therapy in abrogating the
residual intravascular hemolysis observed in these patients.
Achillion has adopted a similar approach introducing orally
bioavailable small FD inhibitors that have shown efﬁcacy in
modulating AP activity in preclinical PNH and aHUS models
[97]. One of these FD inhibitors, ACH-4471/ACH-0144471 (Achillion) has shown efﬁcacy in abrogating intravascular hemolysis
and attenuating C3 opsonization in PNH models [97] and has
entered clinical development for PNH as an orally administered
therapeutic. Following a Phase I study that established its safety
and tolerability in healthy volunteers, ACH-4471 is being evaluated in 2 ongoing Phase II trials as a single agent for PNH
treatment [98]. Achillion has also announced a Phase II trial to
evaluate ACH-4471 in combination with eculizumab (Eudra CT
Number 2016-003526-16), based on in vitro results suggesting a
potential synergistic effect with eculizumab in improving clinical
responses [99]. In view of the recently described FD bypass
pathway that enables kallikrein-mediated AP activation in the
absence of FD [100] and the failure of the FD-blocking antibody
lampalizumab to meet the primary endpoint in one large Phase
III trial in patients with GA [101], particular caution should be
exercised when projecting the therapeutic outcome of such
inhibitors in pathologies involving aberrant AP activation. In
principle, factor D or factor B inhibitors are anticipated to provide
broad coverage against both intravascular hemolysis and extravascular clearance of C3-opsonized PNH erythrocytes in patients
with PNH. Actual clinical data from ongoing clinical trials
evaluating targeted AP inhibitors in PNH patients are therefore
highly anticipated.
Although inhibitors targeting upstream complement components, such as C3 or FD or FB, offer the promise of a broader
control of complement-mediated anemia and may therefore prove
to be efﬁcacious as a monotherapy, there is still a possibility that
subtotal inhibition of complement activity at the level of two
discrete components (eg, combined anti-C3 and anti-C5 therapy)
would also result in a similar clinical beneﬁt for patients with PNH,
maintaining also residual complement activity for pathogen
immune surveillance. This plausible scenario is worth investigating in future clinical trials.
Translational Considerations
Anti-C5 therapy has drastically improved the clinical landscape of PNH affording signiﬁcant clinical gains as the ﬁrst
complement-speciﬁc treatment approved for this debilitating
disorder [19,29]. However, the unmasking of previously elusive
pathogenic mechanisms that limit the hematologic response of
patients, the necessity for more patient-compliant therapies and
emerging genetic obstacles that limit patients’ responsiveness to
eculizumab have all set forth important scientiﬁc questions
regarding the optimal choice of therapeutic agents, dosing
routes, and treatment algorithms and whether solid scientiﬁc
rationale lies behind these emerging therapeutic concepts and
targets [35,38].
New anti-C5 agents are being evaluated with the goal of
achieving a comparable clinical response to that of eculizumab,
likely improving issues related to dosing frequency and patient
compliance through self-administration of the drug. For example,
the development of long-acting anti-C5 antibodies, such as
ALXN1210, or other anti-C5 agents delivered via alternative
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systemic routes (eg, SC) (eg, coversin and ALNCC5) might signify a
major leap forward for increasing patient compliance. The possible
combination of anti-C5 drugs might also offer a more effective
means of controlling residual terminal pathway activity in case of
PK or PD breakthrough. To this end, many of these agents are being
clinically evaluated as add-on regimens to eculizumab therapy.
Recent studies have shown that in settings of pronounced complement activation, high C3b densities on the target surface can lead
to forceful C5 convertase generation in a way that overrides the
full inhibitory effect of anti-C5 agents such as eculizumab [37].
Complete abrogation of residual hemolysis can be achieved in
these cases by simultaneous use of C5 inhibitors. This perspective
might be worth investigating in PNH, given the availability of
multiple anti-C5 agents in the drug development pipeline [38].
Genetic resistance due to C5 polymorphisms located within the
eculizumab binding epitope may further limit clinical responses
[40]. The availability of new anti-C5 agents targeting sites on C5
distal to the epitope of the drug might offer an important
alternative for improving clinical responses.
Undeniably, the main pathogenic mechanism that remains
unaddressed by the standard treatment is C3-mediated extravascular hemolysis, which leads to partial hematologic responses in
~30% of patients with PNH under eculizumab treatment [33]. In
this context, the clinical advancement of C3-based or AP-targeted
therapeutics may constitute a major milestone for PNH therapy,
since this strategy will likely afford broader clinical gains for
abrogating intravascular hemolysis and intercepting residual anemia resulting from extravascular clearance of C3-opsonized PNH
cells [68]. Of note, peptide-based therapeutics (ie, compstatins)
may likely develop into a relatively affordable and broadly accessible treatment option, given the projected lower costs for largescale peptide manufacturing nowadays [71]. The availability of
orally active factor B or factor D-targeting agents provides an
option for increasing patient compliance. Furthermore, selective
targeting of the AP may allow for maintenance of antimicrobial
surveillance in patients with PNH through an intact CP or LP.
Conversely, the use of such AP-speciﬁc agents might come with
the risk of fueling hemolytic paroxysms through opportunistic,
forceful CP or LP activation.
Longstanding, yet largely hypothetical, discussions concerning
the safety of C3 therapeutics need to be placed into a clinically
validated context. Although clinical observations from rare cases of
primary complement deﬁciencies have indicated an increased
susceptibility to certain bacterial infections, especially during early
age, this phenotype appears to subside during adulthood, likely
due to compensatory mechanisms of pathogen immune surveillance [102,103]. It should be stressed that complement-based
pharmacologic intervention cannot recapitulate the phenotype of
an inherited deﬁciency. Importantly, the clinical experience gained
with eculizumab should similarly guide antimicrobial prophylaxis
in the case of C3 intervention. A comprehensive vaccination
program directed against highly virulent encapsulated bacteria
such as meningococci, streptococci, and Haemophilus inﬂuenza
should provide ample antimicrobial coverage in prolonged
C3-targeted intervention protocols. A cautionary note, however,
is necessary regarding the variable bactericidal activity elicited
against meningococci in immunized patients, depending on the
mode of complement inhibition [104]. All in all, one should avoid
extrapolating clinical phenotypes from theoretical discussions
about safety before obtaining actual clinical data from trials
evaluating C3-based inhibitors. Of note, preliminary results from
small ongoing trials have not revealed any treatment-related
adverse events, supporting a favorable safety proﬁle for anti-C3
agents. Overall, long-term monitoring of patients with PNH treated
with anti-C3 agents will ultimately decide the safety and clinical
efﬁcacy of C3 intervention.
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Concluding Remarks and Outlook
Undeniably, the clinical approval of eculizumab has drastically
changed the clinical management of PNH, offering an effective
therapy that tackles the main clinical hallmark of the disease,
intravascular hemolysis. Following this clinical breakthrough, a
series of next-generation complement therapeutics have been
thrust into the limelight of clinical research with the goal of
improving PNH management. More than 10 drug candidates are
currently in clinical development for PNH, marking a remarkable
resurgence of complement therapeutics. Upstream complement
intervention, either at the level of C3 or through targeted AP
modulation, offers the promise of broader therapeutic coverage
against established and emerging pathogenic mechanisms and
may therefore represent a tangible new milestone for further
improving the management of patients with PNH. It is foreseeable
that once new complement therapeutics become approved for
PNH, they will likely translate into clinical beneﬁt for more
complement-mediated indications that are currently in need of
an etiologic therapy or lack effective treatment. These indications
include, among others, hematological disorders fueled by autoimmune factors (eg, cold agglutinin disease) a spectrum of rare
renal pathologies driven by AP dysregulation (ie, C3 glomerulopathy) and transplant or biomaterial-triggered thromboinﬂammatory complications (eg, antibody-mediated allograft rejection).
Further raising optimism about this approach, drug leads specifically targeting the CP are now in clinical development as another
viable option for tackling complement-driven pathology in hematological diseases. Indeed, an anti-C1s antibody (TNT009/
BIVV009, True North Therapeutics/Bioverativ) is currently in Phase
Ib trials as a treatment option for patients with cold agglutinin
disease, a rare autoimmune hemolytic anemia that lacks approved
therapy [105].
The integration of solid clinical data from ongoing trials with
reﬁned diagnostic algorithms for monitoring complement activity
will enable a more comprehensive and unbiased evaluation of the
clinical efﬁcacy of these inhibitors. The increasing appreciation of
the impact of patient-speciﬁc genetic variance on clinical
responses to anticomplement agents will enable a more rational
stratiﬁcation strategy for enrolling those patients in clinical trials
with the greatest chance to beneﬁt from each anticomplement
agent. Hopefully the next decade will witness a long-awaited
expansion of the arsenal of clinically approved complement
therapeutics for the treatment of PNH and other complementdriven diseases.
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